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WinDVD is an outstanding CD, DVD and VCD ripping program. It is compatible with Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP, and Windows 2000. It can rip DVDs to video as well as to other file formats like AVI, MP4, FLV, WMV, MOV, MKV, and so on. As for VCD, you can rip VCD to AVI and other audio-video formats. In 2016, I used to have to wait until I'd
click on the file in Windows Explorer and hit, or even double-click on an Explorer bar in Windows 8 to see what was going on. This might be a remnant of DOS, where you would have a filename followed by a drive letter, followed by a colon, followed by a path. The file would be in the sub-folder that it was on, but again, going through the heirarchy to find the file

would be different. Hello, I wanna use imgstart now. But when I press ImgStart.exe, it says; "Please install Microsoft Visual C++ Runtime Dependencies. You can download them on the Microsoft Windows website. You can also download by clicking on the link below." I have already installed Visual C++ 2015 and 2018. And Visual C++ 2013 and 2015 are installed,
but the programming part of the ImgStart requires Visual C++ Runtime Dependencies..What is the actual issue here? Why is it complaining about Visual C++ Runtime Dependencies when it is already installed? Thank you... Shivi I would like to mount an IMG and extract it on Windows 8, 10 or 8.1 too. I tried a few free tools like Itunes, Esclusivit, Xplorer, ASO,

ImgStudio, etc. but they mount the IMG as a drive and do not extract the data from it. I tried VCDXP too, but unfortunately it requires AutoRun in order to run and this feature seems to be disabled or not enabled in Windows OS of my laptop. Is there any tool to convert an IMG to a VIDEO in Windows OS?
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